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The nature of the intermolecular forces between water molecules is the same

in small hydrogen-bonded clusters as in the bulk. The rotational spectra of the

clusters therefore give insight into the intermolecular forces present in liquid
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water and ice. The water hexamer is the smallest water cluster to support low-

energy structures with branched three-dimensional hydrogen-bond networks,

rather than cyclic two-dimensional topologies. Here we report measurements

of splitting patterns in rotational transitions of the water hexamer prism, and

use quantum simulations to show that they result from geared and anti-geared

rotations of a pair of water monomers. Unlike previously reported tunneling

motions in water clusters, the geared motion involves the concerted breaking

of two hydrogen bonds. Similar types of motion may be feasible in interfacial

and confined water.

In addition to its bulk phases, water can form small gas-phase clusters (H2O)n, in which the

molecules are held together by a network of hydrogen bonds. The cluster dynamics can be

probed by high-resolution rovibrational spectroscopy (1–9) and interpreted by theoretical sim-

ulations (10–27). The nature of the interactions between the water molecules is the same in the

clusters as in the bulk (many-body forces beyond the three-body term are relatively weak) (28),

and hence the cluster spectra can be used to test universal models (25, 29–32) of the water in-

termolecular potential energy surface, giving insight into hydrogen bonding in all phases of

water. At low temperatures, the molecules are frozen into a network and can only rearrange

by quantum tunneling, which causes splittings in the spectrum ranging from MHz to THz (33).

Quantum simulations (10–27) have identified rearrangements which involve flips that break no

hydrogen bonds, and bifurcations that break one bond (2).

Here, we report observation of a tunneling motion that concertedly breaks two hydrogen

bonds in a water cluster. The hexamer is the smallest cluster with a branched three-dimensional

equilibrium geometry (5) and has thus been dubbed the smallest droplet of water. It has a variety

of isomers (12–14, 21, 34–36), of which the spectrum of the lowest energy prism isomer, PR1

of Fig. 1 (see the supplementary materials for a discussion of other prism isomers) was recently
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found to show a splitting pattern, which was attributed to tunneling (6). Here we report new

measurements and quantum simulations on PR1 which uncover the dynamics responsible for

the splittings.

Tunneling in water clusters occurs when the molecules in their equilibrium geometry re-

arrange to produce an equivalent structure, by permuting equivalent atoms, or inverting the

structure through its center-of-mass. These geometrically identical structures (which can be

distinguished only by labeling the atoms and specifying the chirality) are termed versions. The

number of versions is equal to the size of the group of all nuclear permutations and inver-

sions (37), which for PR1 gives an enormous total of 2 × 6! × 12! ' 1012. However, only

versions linked by short and energetically accessible tunneling pathways produce observable

splittings. We therefore need to consider only pathways that rotate the water molecules within

the structure, as these avoid breaking covalent bonds. For smaller clusters, these rules are suf-

ficient to assign tunneling splittings (2, 15, 16, 20, 27). However, for PR1, the size of the space

left to explore is still vast.

To narrow down further the number of likely tunneling pathways, we measured the rotational

spectra of all 64 isotopologues of the hexamer PR1 prism with formula (H2
18O)n(H2

16O)6−n

(n = 0 . . . 6); these are presented in Figs. S5–68. Figure 2a shows the tunneling patterns

for three a-type rotational transitions of the (H2
16O)6 cluster. These spectra show the char-

acteristic splitting pattern previously observed (6). Isotopic substitution destroys this pattern,

except in (H2
18O)6 and in the six doubly-substituted isotopologues shown in Fig. 2b. This

tells us immediately that the tunneling paths must rearrange two separate water molecules in

the structure, ruling out motions such as the flip and bifurcation observed in other water clus-

ters (2, 15, 16, 20, 27). Closer inspection shows that the observed splitting is slightly reduced

when the A+D dimer is substituted with the heavier isotope; the composition of the remaining

tetramer portion of the cluster does not affect the splitting. The tunneling motion must therefore
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involve rearrangements of molecules A and D, and the dynamics are probably localized in this

part of the cluster.

To elucidate the dynamics further it was necessary to carry out quantum simulations on an

accurate potential energy surface. Full quantum calculations are impossible for this 48-degree-

of-freedom problem, and so we used the ring-polymer instanton (RPI) method (27, 38). This

method assumes that the tunneling can be approximated by fluctuations around the minimum-

action or instanton paths connecting different versions. The instanton path is found by mini-

mizing the potential energy of a fictitious polymer formed by linking replicas of the system by

harmonic springs. Previous studies on other water clusters (27,39) have shown that this method

correctly predicts the pattern and order-of-magnitude of the tunneling splittings, and that the

instanton paths give a useful representation of the tunneling dynamics. Further details of the

RPI method are given in the supplementary materials. The potential energy surface used was

the HBB2-pol surface (31); we also made comparisons with the MB-pol surface (32), and found

no major qualitative differences in the results (Table S1).

Because the space of possible tunneling paths is vast, it is necessary to have an idea of the

starting path, which can then be refined using the RPI method. Initially, we considered paths

that resemble the flip motions observed in other water clusters, which involve the wag of a non-

hydrogen-bonded H-atom. No single flip connects versions in the hexamer prism but a double-

flip corresponding to the permutation Pa = (A D)(B F)(C E)(1 7)(2 8)(3 11)(4 12)(5 9)(6 10)

(using the labeling in Fig. 1) does. The resulting instanton path is shown in Fig. 3a (and the

corresponding transition-state in Fig. S1a). Unlike single flips, this double-flip breaks one hy-

drogen bond. We call this the anti-geared path because the H-1 rotates out of its hydrogen bond

in the opposite sense to H-7 (which rotates in to form a hydrogen bond with O-A).

Because P 2
a = E (the identity), it follows that the anti-geared path gives a simple doublet

splitting pattern. Now, Pa is the only permutation that breaks no more than one hydrogen bond.
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Hence the observed pattern (Fig. 2a), in which the doublet is split further into six lines, implies

that, unlike other water clusters, the PR1 hexamer supports tunneling paths that break two or

more hydrogen bonds. In other water clusters, the next most feasible tunneling pathways after

the flips are bifurcations, in which an H-atom rotates away from its hydrogen bond and is re-

placed by the other H-atom on the same water molecule (15). This mechanism breaks only one

hydrogen bond in the trimer, but in PR1, owing to its three-dimensional structure, such a bifur-

cation rearrangement must break at least two hydrogen bonds. We located a variety of single-

bifurcation tunneling pathways, but found that, as in the water octamer (39), the resulting instan-

ton tunneling splittings were tiny, indicating that these paths are unfeasible. However, we found

that there exists a single feasible pathway that combines a double-flip with a bifurcation, cor-

responding to the permutation Pg = (A D)(B F)(C E)(1 8 2 7)(3 11)(4 12)(5 9)(6 10). This

path also breaks two hydrogen bonds, but surprisingly, the resulting instanton pathway (Fig. 3b)

gives a small but observable tunneling splitting. This is because it describes a geared pathway,

in which atoms H-1 and H-7 rotate in the same sense, resulting in a reduction in energy which

offsets the increase in energy required to break the additional H-2· · ·O-B hydrogen bond.

The combination of both the geared and anti-geared pathways explains the doublet-of-

triplets splitting observed in the spectrum. Pa and Pg generate a group of permutations (de-

scribed in the supplementary materials) which link together eight versions of the prism; Fig. 4a

shows the graph which represents the connections between versions associated with these two

tunneling pathways. To predict the splitting pattern, we must first obtain the energy levels by

diagonalizing the tunneling matrix h (Fig. 4b), in which every connection in the graph is repre-

sented by a matrix element hij (where i, j = 1, . . . , 8 label the versions). These elements were

calculated using a normal-mode analysis of the ring-polymer instantons (27, 38). Elements

corresponding to a direct link by a single instanton path gave the values ha = −0.88 MHz

(anti-geared) and hg = −0.15 MHz (geared); all other permutations in the group were found
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to give negligibly small values of hij , which were thus set to zero. The resulting energy-level

splitting obtained by diagonalizing the tunneling matrix is given in Fig. 4c. A symmetry analy-

sis of the non-rigid cluster (37) shows that the eigenfunctions of the tunneling matrix transform

as irreducible representations of a group isomorphic to the D2d point group. We can therefore

assign symmetry labels to the levels (Fig. 4).

The energy level splittings caused by tunneling (<1 MHz) are significantly smaller than the

energy separation for the rotational energy levels (several GHz). Therefore, it is appropriate to

consider a tunneling energy level pattern for each different rotational level (and these patterns

can have a slight dependence on the rotational quantum numbers as suggested by Fig. 2a). To

obtain the splitting pattern in the rotational spectrum which consists of transitions between the

tunneling states for different rotational levels, we note that µa transforms as B2 and only allows

strong transitions between the tunneling states A1 ↔ B2, A2 ↔ B1 and E(1) ↔ E(2). These

transitions give the doublet-of-triplet splitting pattern shown in Fig. 4c and the amplitudes of

the pattern are obtained from the nuclear-spin statistics. As explained in the supplementary

materials, there are also some pure rotational transitions which are not rigorously forbidden by

symmetry but contribute only weakly to a small central peak, and evidence of these nominally

forbidden transitions appears in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 4d, the theoretical splitting pattern re-

produces qualitatively the experimentally observed splitting pattern, but is about twice as wide.

An analysis of the J-dependent geared and anti-geared tunneling matrix elements, presented in

the supplementary materials, gives the values of ha = −0.382 MHz and hg = −0.073 MHz

for the ground state, which can be compared directly to the theoretical values given above. The

ratio of the theoretical matrix elements hg : ha is 1 : 5.8 and in excellent agreement with the

experimental value of 1 : 5.2. Furthermore, full isotopic substitution of 16O with 18O is found

to reduce the predicted tunneling matrix elements to 85% of their value, indicating a slight

participation of the heavy oxygen-atom framework during tunneling. This is confirmed by the
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experimental tunneling splittings (Fig. 2b), which are proportional to the tunneling matrix el-

ements, with an observed reduction of 84%. This level of agreement is good for an instanton

calculation and is consistent with previous applications to other water clusters (27, 39), where

the main errors in the instanton calculation were attributed to neglect of anharmonicity in the

fluctuations around the instanton, along with rotation-tunneling coupling. This implies that the

potential energy surfaces give an excellent description of the intermolecular force and we can

be confident that the geared and anti-geared tunneling pathways in Fig. 3 correctly describe the

tunneling responsible for the observed splittings.

Plots of the potential energy along the tunneling paths (Fig. 3) show striking differences

between the instanton and minimum-energy paths. The mass-weighted length of the minimum-

energy path is four times that of the instanton path for the anti-geared pathway, and twice that for

the geared. A naive one-dimensional analysis using the minimum-energy paths might conclude

that the geared tunneling is more facile than the anti-geared (because the effective barrier is

much thinner), and that in either case the splitting pattern is probably too small to be observed

on account of the long tunneling pathways. That the splittings are observable and that the ratio

is the other way round are the result of corner cutting (40), in which the highest tunneling

probability follows an instanton path which, unlike the minimum-energy path, bypasses the

transition state in order to avoid the penalty in the action associated with moving the heavy

oxygen atoms.

It is likely that other prism clusters, such as the decamer, could exhibit similar pathways.

These results also raise the possibility that the rearrangement dynamics of water in interfacial

(41, 42) or confined environments might also involve similar concerted breaking of two (or

more) hydrogen bonds.
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Figure 1: Minimum-energy structure of the PR1 prism isomer of the water hexamer. The la-
bels define one version (i.e. arrangement of the atoms) which can tunnel to other versions by
permuting identical atomic nuclei within the structure.
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Figure 2: Rotational spectral evidence for tunneling. (a) Three spectra for the (H2
16O)6 PR1

prism, showing the doublet-of-triplets splitting pattern attributed to tunneling. The rotational
levels involved in each transition are denoted using the standard asymmetric top notation,
JKaKc . The labeled frequency is the asymmetric-top rotational transition-frequency and the
tunneling pattern is symmetric around this frequency. (b) The 303 − 202 spectra for the 8 iso-
topologues (of 64 possible) that display tunneling. Tunneling is observed for both the (H2

16O)6
transition centered at 8003.50 MHz (black trace) and the (H2

18O)6 transition centered at 7223.27
MHz (red trace), and the width of the splitting pattern is reduced for the heavier isotopologue.
The other isotopologues that show tunneling have either two H2

18O substitutions in the (H2
16O)6

structure (top row) or two H2
16O substitutions in the (H2

18O)6 cluster (bottom row). The sub-
stituted positions are depicted by the molecular structures at the bottom. All six of the doubly-
substituted clusters have a tunneling splitting (green and blue traces) that matches either the
(H2

16O)6 or (H2
18O)6 clusters as shown by the overlay of these spectra. All four spectra where

water molecules A+D are H2
16O have the same, larger splitting (black trace) while all four

clusters where A+D are H2
18O have the reduced tunneling splitting (red trace). The additional

transitions observed in the doubly-substituted spectra come from rotational transitions of other
water cluster isotopologues and are not part of the tunneling-splitting pattern. The tick marks
in all panels have 1 MHz spacing.
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Figure 3: Instanton tunneling pathways in the water hexamer prism. (a) Anti-geared and (b)
geared variations. The pathways are shown as conflated snapshots of replicas of the system
obtained from ring-polymer representations of the instantons. Note that the geared pathway
involves the concerted breaking of two hydrogen bonds. (c) Variation of the potential energy
along the instanton paths (solid lines) and minimum-energy paths (dashed lines), where r is the
integrated mass-weighted path length, and V is the potential energy along the path.
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Figure 4: Origin of the splitting pattern. (a) Graph showing how the versions (vertices) are
connected by the tunneling paths (lines: anti-geared–solid, geared–dotted). Diagonalization of
the associated tunneling matrix, h, defined in (b) splits the ground-state energy level shown as
shown in (c), where the symmetry is also given with its nuclear-spin degeneracy as a superscript.
The states labeled E(1) and E(2) both have symmetry E. The rotational spectrum involves tran-
sitions between the tunneling level patterns for different rotational energy levels. The resulting
tunneling-splitting pattern centered on the expected rotational transition frequency is: 2ha+4hg,
2ha, 2ha − 4hg, −2ha + 4hg, −2ha, −2hf − 4hg, where ha and hg are the average values of the
anti-geared and geared tunneling matrix elements in the rotational energy levels for the spectro-
scopic transition. This spectral pattern is plotted in (d) using the theoretical matrix elements as
the average values in the rotational levels and is compared with the measured 101−000 transition
(represented to scale). This explains the observed doublet-of-triplets splitting pattern where the
outermost lines are considerably smaller.
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